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Motivation: AI Ethics vs. AI Politics



Plan-de-campagne

•What is AI Politics?

•Why AI Politics?

•Current limitations

•Ways forward



Not a Black Box, but an Empty One
(cf. Winner)

•How the system behaves vs. 
what’s the system’s ‘right to be 
around’?

•Why important: system has some 
kind of epistemic and moral 
authority/status



Deontic 
Power



Teacher John vs. non-teacher Joe

John Joe



Why the box should be full

•Value-laden design decisions

• ‘fossilization’ of design decisions



Why the box is now empty

• Focus on AI Ethics

•No/unclear regulation (so far)



How the box can be non-empty

• Formal standards for designers?

•Better ethical education for AI developers?

•… (happy to hear your thoughts!) 



Thank you!

Happy to hear your thoughts/comments/etc.:

J.j.c.maas@tudelft.nl 

mailto:J.j.c.maas@tudelft.nl


AI’s Deontic Power

How does the analogy relate?

How the teacher got its deontic power vs. how AI systems got its deontic power.

In what way do we attribute deontic power to AI?

Epistemic authority: generally perceive these systems are more objective. The fact we include them in our decision-making process necessarily indicates we attribute some kind of 
epistemic authority to them. 

Backwards reasoning: the fact that we have these guidelines assumes we have expectations of how these systems should behave. And so these systems arguably have some 
obligations and duties, broadly speaking. 

In what way is that deontic power now normatively empty? 

Developers & deployers just threw these systems in society, and now we’ve reached a point of no return. (point where perhaps the analogy breaks down?

Why is it a problem this deontic power is now normatively empty?

Design choices are value-laden



Not a Black 
Box, but an 
Empty One


